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Abstract: Parallax observations from staggered charge-coupled devices (CCDs) have been 
applied to satellite jitter detection. Nevertheless, the jitter during the initial period of an 
imaging process cannot be detected. This paper presents an approach that combines parallax 
observations with the attitude data from attitude-measuring sensors in order to detect the 
global jitter, including the initial jitter. Low-frequency components, which can be 
reconstructed from attitude data, account for most jitter energy, and determine the jitter 
curve’s overall shape. We introduce attitude data into parallax observations to constrain the 
initial jitter and find its optimum estimate. Meanwhile, an offset is extracted from parallax 
observation images by using a comprehensive matching method. A mathematical model is 
developed to demonstrate how to calculate the global jitter with the initial jitter and offset. 
Numerical simulation results indicate that, for pixel-level offset error, the root-mean-square 
error (RMSE) of the proposed method is 1.4 pixels, while the measurement error near integer 
multiples of characteristic frequency is amplified significantly. Experiments performed on 
Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite show that the jitter at 0.12Hz with an amplitude about 6 
pixels exists in the cross-track direction, while the down-track jitter results fail to show 
obvious periodicity. 

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 

1. Introduction 
The stability of satellite platform is an essential factor for the imaging performance of an 
optical satellite [1]. Nevertheless, it is disturbed by various attitude oscillations. Although 
most of the motion can be suppressed or isolated by attitude regulators or vibration isolators, 
there is still some residual jitter left [2,3], and the jitter is usually with relatively smaller 
amplitudes and wider frequency span of hundreds of Hertz [4,5]. The jitter can be transmitted 
to cameras via the satellite platforms, causing unnecessary image motion on the focal planes, 
and ultimately resulting in image distortions [6–19]. As the spatial resolution of optical 
satellites increases, the focal length of cameras get longer, the images consequently become 
more sensitive to the jitter [20,21]. Thus, it has become essential to develop a method to 
detect the jitter for high-resolution optical satellites. 

The detection of satellite jitter has been studied in some researches, which can be 
categorized into three approaches. 

The first approach is dependent on a high-performance attitude-measuring sensor which 
can collect the jitter information with a high sampling rate and high accuracy [22,23]. For 
example, the Angular Displacement Assembly (ADA) installed on Landsat-7 spacecraft 
measured the jitter every 2 milliseconds [24], and the high-frequency angular displacement 
sensor equipped on Chinese Yaogan-26 satellite detected the platform jitter at a frequency 
range of 0.2~450 Hz [4]. High-performance attitude measurement sensors have been 
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employed on some high-resolution satellites, but they are still technically unavailable for 
many satellites. 

The second approach is to catch the movement of image points by adding an image sensor 
on the focal plane. Janschek et al. obtained overlapping images by installing an auxiliary 
matrix imaging sensor on the focal plane and detected the image motion from the images 
using an optical correlator [25–27]. This method made full use of the high frame rate of 
matrix image sensors to capture the movement of image points, and adopted the optical 
correlator to realize fast image matching. 

The third approach is on the basis of parallax observations between two pushbroom 
sensors that can acquire overlapping images at slightly different times. Mattson et al. 
investigated the jitter for HiRISE camera from adjacent charge coupled device (CCD) arrays’ 
images [28]. Adapting the same method, Mattson et al. detected the jitter of LROC-NAC 
camera from overlapping portion of each NACL and NACR images [29]. Teshima and 
Iwasaki used the relative registration errors between two different bands of ASTER short-
wave infrared images to reconstruct an attitude fluctuation of about 1.5 Hz [30,31]. From the 
inter-image offsets between a pair of slightly canted sensors, Mumtaz and Palmer measured 
the attitude oscillation of a disaster monitoring constellation [32]. Jiang et al. compensate the 
attitude errors of ZY1-02C satellite by the use of staggered CCDs [33]. Tong et al. assessed 
the periodic distortions caused by the attitude oscillation in the ZY-3 satellite by using 
multispectral and three-line-scanning imagery [34,35]. Sun et al. adopted the same methods 
as Tong to Chinese mapping satellite-1 and the jitter at 0.1Hz and 0.6 Hz were discovered 
[36]. Liu et al. retrieved the jitter information of Chinese ZY-3 Satellite from image space 
discrepancies [37]. 

The third method has received more attention for its independence from extra high-
performance attitude-measuring devices or imaging sensors. The overlapping parts in parallax 
observation images are essential for this method to detect jitter [28–37]. However, in a 
shooting mission, there is a short period of time during which staggered CCDs cannot 
produce overlapping images, leading to the difficulty in detecting the jitter of the 
corresponding period. 

The fact is that although the jitter has a wide frequency span of hundreds of Hertz, the 
low-frequency components account for the majority of its energy [2], determining the overall 
shape of the jitter curve, and can be reconstructed from the attitude data of attitude-measuring 
sensors [38]. 

Therefore, this paper combines the parallax observation images and attitude data to detect 
the jitter throughout a shooting mission, including the period without overlapping images. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Following the introduction, Section 2 
presents the fundamentals of the proposed method. The distribution of the period without 
overlapping images in a shooting mission is first introduced. Then a time-domain jitter 
detection model is developed to make it clear that the jitter during the period without 
overlapping images can be used to calculate the global jitter. Section 3 presents the whole 
methodology of jitter detection. A comprehensive image matching strategy combining image 
alignment, NCC and quadric surface fitting is used to extract a sub-pixel offset series from 
overlapping images. The jitter in the period without overlapping images is then assessed by 
an approach based on both the offset series and the attitude data from attitude-measuring 
sensors. Section 4 analyzes the detectable frequencies and the accuracy of the proposed 
method by numerical simulations. Following this, experiments performed to validate the 
proposed approach on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite are described in Section 5. Finally, 
the conclusions are given in Section 6. 
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2. Fundamental 

2.1 Distribution of period without overlapping images 

In a pushbroom system with several CCDs mounted on the focal plane, two staggered CCDs 
usually overlaps each other on the edges by dozen columns of pixels [39–41], which give rise 
to overlapping footprints of the same size in the object plane. The overlapping footprints turn 
out to be the overlapping area in images from the overlapping CCDs, as shown in Fig. 1. Due 
to the distance of L lines between the two staggered CCDs in the scanning direction, the two 
overlapping parts scan the same target with a fixed time interval of τ. Most of the two images 
from the overlapping parts are overlapped with each other, whereas the first L lines in the 
upper CCD image, which are acquired in the initial period of τ in an imaging process, do not 
overlap with the lower CCD image. Similarly, the last L lines in the lower CCD image, 
acquired in the final τ, do not overlap with the upper CCD image. For Chinese Heavenly 
Palace-1 satellite, the time interval of τ accounts for over 7% of an imaging process. 

 

Fig. 1. Distribution of overlapping images and non-overlapping images. 

2.2 Development of jitter detection model 

Due to the distance between the two staggered CCDs, the two overlapping parts shoot the 
same target at slightly different times, while they are affected by the same jitter 
simultaneously [21], causing a deviation of the same target’s position in the two overlapping 
images, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Process of one object images in two adjacent TDICCDs with jitter. 

According the imaging principle of overlapping areas, the relationship between the jitter 
and the offset is expressed as: 

 ( ) ( )( ) , 0 ,g t j t j t t Tτ τ τ+ = + − ≤ ≤ −  (1) 
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Where j(t) is the jitter function, and j(t + τ) is the same jitter function translated by the fixed 
observation time lag τ, τ = L × Tr, L denotes the difference between the two adjacent CCDs in 
the scanning direction, Tr is the image line time, g(t + τ) denotes the offset between the image 
obtained by the lower CCD at time t and that obtained by the upper CCD at time (t + τ), and T 
is the duration of a shooting mission. 

Given that the offset obtained from images is typically a discrete time series, Eq. (1) need 
to be discretized as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), 1, 2,j r R j r g r R r N R+ = + + = ×  (2) 

Where j(r) and j(r + R) indicate the jitter at time r × Tg and (r + R) × Tg, respectively. g(r + 
R) denotes the offset between the image obtained by the lower CCD at time r × Tg and that 
obtained by the upper CCD at time (r + R) × Tg, Tg is the sampling period of the offset series, 
R = τ /Tg, and N = T/τ-1. The operator x rounds x to the nearest integer less than or equal 
to x. Equation (2) can be expanded as: 
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In order to establish the jitter estimation model, the jitter and the offset are rewritten as: 
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Where J0 denotes the initial jitter from time 0 to τ in a shooting mission. We establish Eq. (3) 
to emphasize the relationship between the subsequent jitter J and the initial jitter J0 by 
dividing the total jitter into groups with the same size as initial jitter J0. Of course, the length 
of the total jitter may not be an integer multiple of the length of the initial jitter J0, we only 
extract the integer multiple part from the total jitter, and the rest can still be calculated using 
Eq. (2). 

According to Eq. (3), the jitter estimation model can be constructed as: 
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It can be seen that the initial jitter J0, which refers to the jitter from 0 to time τ, can be 
used to calculate the subsequent jitter with the assist of offset data G. 

3. Methodology 
Figure 3 shows the approach for estimating the jitter using overlapping CCDs’ images and 
attitude data. The approach contains three components, as follows: (1) A comprehensive 
matching strategy, which combines image alignment, NCC and quadric surface fitting, is used 
to extract the offset from overlapping CCDs’ images. In the strategy, the overlapped images 
are first aligned according to the layout of overlapping CCDs. The aligned images are then 
matched using NCC to obtain pixel-level conjugate points. Following this, the accuracy of the 
conjugate points is further improved by using quadric surface fitting of the correlation 
coefficients, and the vertex of the surface is regarded as subpixel-level conjugate points. 
Finally, an offset series is gained by calculating the coordinate difference between the 
conjugate points. (2) An approach is proposed to estimate the initial jitter from the attitude 
data and the offset data. Jitter refers to the focal plane’s displacement in pixels in the down-
track and cross-track directions, while the attitude data refers to the rotation angles of a 
satellite’s yaw, pitch and roll. Therefore, the rotation angles are first converted to the 
displacement of a satellite’s focal plane in the down-track and cross-track directions by using 
the conversion formula of coordinates. The discrete displacement points are then fitted to 
generate dense low-frequency initial jitter. What follows are to combine the low-frequency 
initial jitter with the offset to establish an objective function, which is used to evaluate the 
smoothness of the deviation from the true initials. Finally, the smoothest solution is found by 
an optimization algorithm and regarded as the optimal solution of the initial jitter. (3) 
Substitute the estimated values of the offset and initial jitter into the jitter detection model in 
Section 3.2 to calculate the jitter. Detailed descriptions of the proposed approach are given in 
the following sections. 

 

Fig. 3. Framework for detection of the jitter based on overlapping images and attitude data. 
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3.1 Extracting offset from overlapping CCDs’ images 

Due to the distance of L lines between two staggered CCDs, they shoot a target with a fixed 
time tag, causing the locations of the exact same target in the two overlapping images 
staggered L lines, as shown in Fig. 1. The distance of L depends on the package of a CCD, it 
is typically equal to thousands of times the size of a pixel, so it is necessary to align the two 
images before matching them. The two staggered images can be aligned by eliminating the 
first L lines in the upper CCD’s image and the last L lines in the lower CCD’s image. For the 
Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, the distance between two adjacent CCDs used for the 
experiments of this study is 3480 lines. 

Offset evaluates the deviation of the same scene’s position in two overlapping images, and 
it can be extracted by matching the aligned images. Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) is a 
popular method used for remote sensing images registration, however, it usually achieves 
only pixel-level accuracy [34]. In order to gain sub-pixel accuracy of image matching, a 
comprehensive image matching strategy combining NCC with quadric surface fitting is used. 
The specific matching steps are as follows: (1) Registration points are sampled every u image 
lines, we can provide a dense sampling by reducing the value of u. In the experiments of this 
study, u was set to 40 lines, equal to the width of the CCD overlaps, so the sampling 
frequency of registration points was up to 384Hz (1/(40 × 65μs) = 384Hz). (2) Reference 
templates are generated by the neighborhood of p × p pixels around registration points. NCC 
is adopted to find the candidate with the maximum correlation coefficient within a search 
range of q × q pixels. We can improve the accuracy of conjugate points by increasing the 
value of p and q. In the experiments in this study, p and q were set to 10 pixels and 40 pixels. 
(3) Quadric surface fitting for the correlation coefficients is then performed to achieve 
subpixel-level conjugate points. The least square method is employed to determine the 
coefficients of the surface with the size of q × q pixels, and the vertex of the surface is found 
by using the differential method and taken as the subpixel-level conjugate point. (4) In a pair 
of conjugate points, the row and column coordinates of one point are subtracted by the 
corresponding coordinates of the other point to acquire an offset data, then an offset series can 
be obtained after the subtraction performed on all the conjugate points. 

3.2 Estimating initial jitter from attitude data and offset series 

Two staggered CCDs shoot a target with a fixed time interval of τ, whereas they are disturbed 
by the same jitter simultaneously, causing an offset of the target in overlapping images. The 
offset in overlapping images has been used to detect jitter [28–31]. However, from the 
beginning time 0 to τ in a shooting mission, the staggered CCDs cannot produce any 
overlapping images, leading to the difficulty in detecting the jitter in the corresponding 
period. In this research, the jitter from time 0 to τ is called initial jitter. Therefore, an approach 
is proposed to estimate the initial jitter from the attitude data and the offset results in Section 
3.1, and the details of the approach are described as follows. 

(1) Converting rotation angles to displacement of satellite’s focal plane 

Jitter refers to the focal plane’s displacement in the down-track and cross-track directions, 
while the attitude data is the rotation angles of a satellite’s yaw, pitch and roll. Therefore, the 
rotation angles need to be converted to the displacement of the focal plane in the down-track 
and cross-track directions first. 
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Where pd and pc denote the image motion in the down-track and cross-track directions, pv is 
the motion perpendicular to the focal plane. Г means the focal length. u1 and u2 indicate the 
distance between the targets and the sub-satellite point. R and Ω denotes the radius and the 
self-rotation rate of Earth. i0 and H are the inclination and the height of orbit. γ0 is the angle 
between the satellite and the ascending node. h denotes the topographic height of scene. Ψi, θi 
and φi denote the angles of satellite’s yaw, pitch and roll, i = 1, 2, …, M, M is the number of 
Ψi, θi and φi samples. 

The conversion formula of coordinates, as shown in Eq. (8), was established by Chinese 
academician J. Wang, and has been applied to several Chinese satellites, including the 
Chinese Heavenly Palace-1. Results have proven that with the aid of the conversion formula 
of coordinates, the rotation angles can be converted to the displacement of a focal plane 
accurately [42]. 

It should be noted that the results derived from the conversion formula of coordinates are 
the image motion on the focal plane. It is mainly composed of three components caused by 
orbital movement, earth rotation and attitude oscillations. We using the Eq. (9) to extract the 
component caused by the attitude oscillations. 

 ( ) ( ) [ ]0 0 0, , , , ( , , ) ( , , ) , 1, 2,d c v d c v
i i i i i i i i id d d p p p p p i Mϕ θ ψ ϕ θ ψ= − = − − =  (9) 

Where Ψ0, θ0 and φ0 denote the initial value of Ψi, θi and φi at the beginning of an imaging 
process. dd

i and dc
i denote the displacement of the focal plane in the down-track and cross-

track directions caused by attitude oscillations, dv
i is the displacement of the focal plane 

perpendicular to the focal plane, which has been proven to be insignificant [21,37,43]. The 
proposed jitter detection method in this study is applicable to both the down-track and cross-
track directions. Thus in the following contents, the two symbols of low-frequency jitter, dd

i 
and dc

i, are both replaced by di. 
In addition, the attitude-measuring sensors equipped on most satellites can only provide 

the attitude data at a relatively low sampling rate. For example, the sampling frequencies of 
gyro and star sensors installed on LROC-NAC camera were 10Hz and 5Hz [29], respectively, 
and the on-orbit attitude data for ASTER sensor was updated at a frequency of about 1Hz 
[30]. As a result, only dozens of sample points can be obtained in a shooting mission, which 
may be not enough for accurate data fitting. 

In order to acquire sufficient samples of the attitude data, we extend the sampling time to 
the pre-imaging preparation phase. In the experiments of this study, a total of 117 sample 
points of attitude data {di}117 were obtained from Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite during 
a 30-second imaging phase and a 30-second pre-imaging preparation phase. 
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(2) Generating dense low-frequency initial jitter by fitting 

Jitter has been proven to be a time-variable, unpredictable, and periodic phenomenon, and can 
be characterized by a sum of sinusoidal models [21,44,45], as shown in Eq. (10). 

 ( ) ( )
0

A sin
Q

q q q
q

d t tω λ
=

= +  (10) 

Where d(t) denotes the fitting function of low-frequency jitter. Aq, ωq and λq (q = 1, 2,…, Q) 
are the amplitude, angular frequency and initial phase of the qth sinusoidal model, 
respectively. Q is the number of sinusoidal models. The value of Q needs to be determined for 
parameters estimation. In practice, we usually use two or three sinusoidal terms to fit the low-
frequency jitter, which is an empirical value, and may vary with different satellites. If you 
cannot give a reasonable value for the number of sinusoidal models, the following method 
may provide a possible solution for this issue: Collecting the low-frequency jitter points as 
much as possible to increase its sample size. Some of them are used as training data with the 
rest as testing data. Least square method is then performed on the training data to estimate a 
possible value of Q. For each value between 1 and Q, the corresponding model is obtained by 
performing the least square method on training data, and its performance on testing data is 
then evaluated by calculating deviations. The value that minimizes the deviations is used as 
the optimal estimate of Q. 

The unknown parameters {Aq}Q, {ωq}Q and {λq}Q are estimated from the low-frequency 
jitter points {di}M by using the least square method. Then, using the fitting function d(t) of 
low-frequency jitter, we can calculate the low-frequency initial jitter values {d(r)}R at those 
times associate with the offset series, R = τ/Tg, Tg is the sampling period of the offset series. 

(3) Establishing an objective function using the initial jitter and offset data 

In order to evaluate the relative deviation between the estimated value of jitter and its low-
frequency component, an objective function is established based on the minimum variance 
theory, as shown in Eq. (11). 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2 2

0
1 1

R R

r r

j r d r j r g r R d r R
S

d r d r R= =
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 J  (11) 

Where J0 = [ j(1),j(2),…,j(R) ]1 × R, j(r), d(r) and g(r) denote the jitter, the low-frequency jitter 
and the offset at time r × Tg, respectively. 

The objective function measures the smoothness of the deviation from its low-frequency 
component, the smoothest solution minimizes the objective function, meaning that the 
smoothest solution approaches the true initial jitter according to the minimum variance 
theory. The conjugate gradient method is employed to find Ĵ0 that minimizes the objective 
function, and it is regarded as the optimal solution of the initial jitter J0. 

It should be noted that all these are based on the premise that the minimum of the 
objective function S (J0) exists, so it is necessary to prove the existence of the objective 
function’s minimum. Based on the theory that a convex function on the real set has a 
minimum, we judge the existence of the objective function’s minimum by analyzing its 
convexity. The following theorem is often used to determine the convexity of a function: A 
twice continuously differentiable function is convex on its domain if and only if its Hessian 
matrix of second partial derivatives is positive definite in its domain. As a L-ary quadratic 
function, the objective function S (J0) is twice continuously differentiable, and its Hessian 
matrix can be expressed as: 
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The first partial derivative of the objective function S (J0) can be denoted as: 
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Likewise, the second partial derivatives of the objective function S (J0) are denoted as 
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Then the Hessian matrix ∇2S (J0) can be rewritten as: 
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(15) 

According to Sylvester's criterion, namely a matrix is positive definite if and only if all 
determinants of its upper-left sub-matrixes are positive, we can test the positive definiteness 
of the Hessian matrix ∇2S (J0). Determinants of its upper-left sub-matrixes can be denote as: 
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Where d(1)2, d(2)2,…d(R)2, d(1 + R)2, d(2 + R)2,…d(R + R)2 >0, thus 
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×
∇ > =J   (17) 

It can be seen that all the determinants are positive. According to Sylvester's criterion, the 
Hessian matrix ∇2S (J0) is a positive-definite matrix, and we can further determine the 
objective function S (J0) is convex. According to properties of convex functions, namely a 
convex function on the real set has a minimum, the objective function S (J0) has a minimum. 
The above analysis prove the existence of the objective function’s minimum. 

3.3 Calculating the jitter using the detection model 

The estimated initial jitter j(r: 1≤r≤R) and the offset series g(r: 1≤r≤NR) are first rewritten as 
Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) to obtain the initial jitter vector J0 and offset matrix G, then the jitter 
matrix J can be obtained according to the Eq. (7). 

In summary, we converted the equation between jitter and offset (Eq. (1)) into its matrix 
form (Eq. (7)) to make it clear that the initial jitter J0, which refers to the jitter from 0 to time 
τ, can be used to calculate the subsequent jitter. An approach combining attitude data and 
parallax observation images was proposed to detect the initial jitter J0, with which the 
subsequent jitter can be calculated by using Eq. (7). Compared with the existing method, the 
proposed method can detect the global jitter throughout a shooting mission, including the 
initial jitter, in other words, the detectable time range of the proposed method is [0 T], while 
the existing method’s detectable time range is [τ T], where T denotes the duration of a 
shooting mission. So the detectable time range is expanded. 

4. Analysis of detectable frequencies and accuracy 
Compared with the existing method which extracts the jitter simply from parallax observation 
images, the proposed method combines the images and the low-frequency attitude data to 
detect jitter. The proposed method enable us to estimate the initial jitter, while the existing 
method cannot. Besides the extended time range, we are also interested in its detectable 
frequencies and accuracy. 

4.1 Analysis of detectable frequencies 

In order to investigate the detectable frequencies of the proposed method, we further analyzed 
the Eq. (1). Since the satellite jitter shows a sinusoidal pattern [21,44,45], the offset derived 
from the jitter can be expressed by a sum of the sinusoidal models as follows: 

 ( ) ( )
1

sin 2
K

k k k
k

g t B f tπ σ
=

= +  (18) 

Where fk, Bk and σk are the frequency, amplitude and initial phase of the kth sinusoidal model 
of the offset, respectively. According to the Eq. (18), the relationships of the corresponding 
frequencies and amplitudes between the offset and jitter can be constructed as: 

 ' , 1, 2, ,k kf f k K= =   (19) 
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Where fk ’ and Bk ’ are the frequencies and amplitudes of the kth sinusoidal model of the jitter, 
respectively. The denominator in the Eq. (20) is required to be not equal to zero, thus the 
frequency fk ’has to meet the condition as follows: 

 , 1, 2,k

n
f n

τ
≠ =   (21) 

In this paper, we define the reciprocal of the observation time interval τ between two 
overlapping CCDs as the Characteristic Frequency of this pair of CCDs, so the 
characteristic frequency F can be written as: 

 
1 1

r

F
T Lτ

= =
×

 (22) 

Where Tr denotes the image line time, and L represents the row interval between the two 
overlapping CCDs. Substitute Eq. (22) into Eq. (21), the blind frequencies can be expressed 
as: 

 , 1, 2,kf n F n≠ ⋅ =   (23) 

Therefore, the jitter at integer multiples of the characteristic frequency cannot be detected 
from the images of the pair of CCDs. 

In addition, according to Eq. (20), the error transfer coefficient of the amplitudes between 
the offset and jitter can be expressed as: 
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1
'

2sin kf
δ δ

π τ
= ⋅

⋅ ⋅
 (24) 

Where δ and δ’ denote the errors of the offset and the jitter, respectively. In the cases where 
the frequency is close to an integer multiple of the characteristic frequency F, the frequency fk 
can be written as: 

 ( ) , 0kf n n F n= + Δ ⋅ Δ →  (25) 

The error transfer coefficient of the amplitudes at the frequency fk can be expressed as: 
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It can be seen that, in the cases where the frequencies are close to integer multiples of the 
characteristic frequency, the error transfer coefficient between the offset and jitter is much 
larger than 1, leading to significant amplification of the error, which eventually results in a 
large measurement error of the jitter. 
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Fig. 4. Results of the numerical simulations. (a) The amplitude-frequency curves in [0 192Hz]; 
(b) The amplitude-frequency curves in [0 20Hz]. 

In order to verify the correctness of the above theoretical analysis, numerical simulations 
with the characteristic frequency of Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite were conducted. For 
Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, with the image line time Tr of 65 microseconds and the 
row interval L of 3480 lines between two staggered CCDs, the characteristic frequency is 
equal to 4.42Hz according to Eq. (22). Theoretically, the frequencies equal to integer 
multiples of 4.42Hz cannot be detected, and the measurement error increases significantly at 
the frequencies near integer multiples of 4.42Hz. Theoretically, the parallax observation 
images can detect the highest frequency of jitter up to 1/(2u × Tr) [37], with the sampling 
interval u of 40 lines, the maximum detectable frequency is expected up to 192Hz (1/(2u × Tr) 
= 1/2/40/65μs = 192Hz). So a band-limited white noise within [0 192Hz] was used to 
simulate the true jitter. The results are shown in Fig. 4, where the green curves, red curves, 
blue curves and purple curves represent the true jitter, the jitter results from the proposed 
method, the jitter results from the existing method and the error transfer coefficient, 
respectively. Large numbers of peaks appear in both the methods’ results, and they are all 
located at the frequencies where the corresponding error transfer coefficients are greater than 
1, as shown in Fig. 4(a), in contrast, at the frequencies where the corresponding error transfer 
coefficients are lower than 1, the amplitudes from both the methods are basically consistent 
with the truth value, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The phenomenon confirmed that, just like the 
existing method based on parallax observation images, the proposed method cannot detect the 
jitter frequencies at integer multiples of the characteristic frequency. Moreover, the jitter 
measurement error near integer multiples of the characteristic frequency is amplified 
significantly. However, outside the above blind bands, the frequencies are detectable. 

Therefore, for the jitter extracted from parallax observation images, not only the 
frequencies at integer multiples of the characteristic frequency cannot be detected, but also 
the measurement error near integer multiples of the characteristic frequency is amplified 
significantly. But, it should be emphasized that these frequencies, whose corresponding error 
transfer coefficients lower than 1, are detectable. 
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4.2 Analysis of jitter detection accuracy 

The measurement accuracy of jitter detection depends on the error of the offset and low-
frequency jitter derived from attitude data. Numerical simulations were conducted to 
determine how the measurement accuracy varies with its offset data error and low-frequency 
jitter error. 

Since the highest detectable frequency is theoretically up to 192Hz for Chinese Heavenly 
Palace-1 satellite, we simulated the jitter by using a sine function whose frequency was a 
random number between 0 and 192Hz, and then sample it every 512ms to form a low-
frequency jitter data. The corresponding offset data was calculated by using Eq. (2), where 
the interval R was set to 87 (consistent with Section 5.2). Following this, the offset and low-
frequency jitter data were mixed with white noise σoffset and σlow, respectively. Initial jitter was 
then estimated according to Eq. (11), consequently calculating the global jitter by the use of 
Eq. (7). 

For each value of σoffset and σlow, a hundred simulations were repeated. In each simulation, 
the deviation between the estimated jitter and its true value was employed to calculate its 
root-mean-square error (RMSE). Thus, a hundred RMSE data was then obtained, and the 
mean value of the 100 RMSE data was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
method. 

 

Fig. 5. Relationships between the RMSE of jitter detection and white noise mixed in (a) low-
frequency jitter when σoffset = 1 pixels; (b) offset data when σlow = 4 pixels (cross-track 
direction); (c) offset data when σlow = 15 pixels (down-track direction). 

Figure 5 shows how the RMSE vary with σoffset and σlow. Just like the existing method, the 
proposed method’s RMSE also increases with offset’s white noise σoffset, and compared with 
the white noise σlow added into low-frequency jitter derived from attitude data, offset’s white 
noise σoffset seems to have a more significant impact on the proposed method’s RMSE, 
although they both increase the proposed method’s RMSE. For Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 
satellite, its attitude data accuracy was 0.0002 degrees, equivalent to a cross-track 
displacement of about 4 pixels and a down-track displacement of 15 pixels (provided by 
Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics), so we simulated the relationship 
between RMSE and σoffset when σlow is equal to 4 pixels and 15 pixels, corresponding to the 
cross-track and down-track directions, respectively. In the cross-track direction, when σoffset is 
lower than 2.1 pixels, the proposed method can reach higher accuracy than the existing 
method dose, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Similarly, in the down-track direction, when σoffset is 
lower than 2.0 pixels, the proposed method can be more accurate than the existing method, as 
shown in Fig. 5(c). 

The accuracy of offset depends on the image quality, image contents and image matching 
method, which can generally reach pixel or even sub-pixel level. When the offset’ accuracy 
σoffset is 1 pixel, the proposed method’s RMSE can reach 1.3 pixels for the cross-track 
direction, and 1.4 pixels for the down-track direction, while the existing method’s RMSE can 
reach 1.8 pixels, as shown in Table 1. Compared with the attitude data with an accuracy of 
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0.0002 degrees and the existing method with an accuracy of 1.8 pixels, the proposed method 
may be more accurate for Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite. 

Table 1. Accuracy of three methods 

Method based on 
Accuracy at offset error = 1 pixel 

Cross-track direction Down-track direction 
Attitude data 4 pixels 15 pixels 

Parallax observation images 1.3 pixels 1.4 pixels 
Parallax observation images + Attitude data 1.8 pixels 1.8 pixels 

Therefore, the offset error is the main factor for the proposed method’s accuracy. In the 
cases with offset error of pixel-level or even sub-pixel level, the proposed method may 
provide more convincing results than the existing method and attitude data. 

5. Experiments and results discussion 
5.1 Study area and image sources 

The Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, which was launched on September 29, 2011, carries 
a visible light camera (VLC), the VLC is composed of five panchromatic CCD arrays on the 
focal plane, as shown in Fig. 6. Two adjacent CCDs overlap each other by 40 columns of 
pixels. The distance between two adjacent CCDs is 3480 lines, and the image line time is 
typically about 65 microseconds depending on the orbital altitude. So the overlapping CCDs 
shoot the same ground target with a time interval of about 226.2 milliseconds. 

 

Fig. 6. Layout of the focal plane of the VLC on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite (not to 
scale). 

It should be noted that, in focal plane coordinate system O(x, y), the image motion 
velocity varies with x and y. Figure 7 illustrates its spatial distribution on focal plane. 
Theoretically, the line time of each CCD should be set to the same value as the image motion 
velocity of its own position, instead, VLC set all the five CCDs’ line time to the image 
motion velocity at the center of its focal plane, where CCD 3# was located. As a result, CCD 
3# matched with its image motion velocity better than any other CCD did, and its image 
quality was also higher than others. Therefore, we select the images from CCD 3# and its 
adjacent CCD 2# and CCD 4# to detect jitter. 

 

Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of image motion velocity on the focal plane when VLC was 
shooting the Study area A. 
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Figure 8 illustrates the two study areas and the scenes from CCD 2#, CCD 3# and CCD 4# 
on the focal plane of VLC. The study area A, located in Beijing City, China, was imaged at 
14:29 PM March 6, 2012. The study area B was located in Shanxi province, China, the 
corresponding images were obtained at 14:15 PM March 17, 2012. 

 

Fig. 8. Study areas and the corresponding images from CCD 2# (left), CCD 3# (middle) and 
CCD 4# (right) of the VLC on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite. 

5.2 Result of jitter estimation in cross-track direction 

Compared with the existing method based on parallax observation images [21], the proposed 
method combines the images and attitude data to detect jitter. In order to test the performance 
of the proposed approach, experiments on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 data were conducted. 
In addition, comparisons with the on-orbit attitude data from attitude-measuring sensors and 
the existing method based on images were presented to demonstrate the reliability of the 
proposed approach in cross-track direction. 

We selected two pairs of CCDs to detect jitter: CCD 2# and CCD 3#, CCD 3# and CCD 4#. 
In a shooting mission of about 30 seconds, more than 450,000 lines of images were obtained 
from each CCD. The images were aligned by eliminating the first 3480 lines in CCD 3# 
image and the last 3480 lines in the CCD 2# and CCD 4# images. The rest images were 
matched using the method in Section 3.1, and the registration points were sampled every 40 
image lines, so the sampling frequency of registration points was up to 384Hz (1/(40 × 
65μs)≈384Hz). Reference templates are the neighborhood of 10 × 10 pixels around 
registration points and the search range was set to be 40 × 40 pixels. As a result, more than 
11,000 offset points were acquired for each study area. 

Firstly, there is a position difference of about 26.5 mm in the scanning direction between 
the CCD 3# and CCD 2# (CCD 4#), causing an image motion speed difference, which in turn 
lead to a linear component in the original offset data. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate 
the linear component from the original offset data. First degree polynomial fitting was 
performed on the original offset data, and the fitting results were eliminated from the original 
data. Following this, median filtering was carried out to remove glitches from the offset data 
after linear compensation. Figures 9(a)-9(d) illustrate the offset data {g(r)}11276 from CCD 2# 
and CCD 3# of Study area A, CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 2# and CCD 3# of 
Study area B and CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B, respectively. It can be seen that the 
linear component and glitches are effectively eliminated after linear compensation and 
median filtering. 
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Fig. 9. Results of the cross-track offset from (a) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (b) CCD 
3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 
4# of Study area B. 

Secondly, Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite updated attitude data for VLC every 512 
milliseconds, meaning that after a shooting mission of 30s and its 30s preparation phase, 117 
attitude data samples would be acquired. Substitute all the samples into the Eq. (9) to obtain 
117 points of low-frequency jitter. According to Nyquist's sampling theorem, the low-
frequency jitter points contained the attitude information below 0.98Hz (1/(512ms × 
2)≈0.98Hz). 

The low-frequency jitter points were fitted using the model in Eq. (10). Substitute the 
sampling times {r × Tg}R of the offset data into the fitting function to obtain a low-frequency 
jitter series {d(r)}R, where d(r) indicates the low-frequency jitter at time r × Tg. In this 
experiments, the sampling period Tg of offset data is 2.6ms, R = τ/Tg = 226.2ms/2.6ms = 
87. 

 

Fig. 10. Results of the cross-track initial jitter from (a) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; 
(b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# 
and CCD 4# of Study area B. 

With the offset series and the low-frequency jitter, an objective function was established 
according to Eq. (11). The smoothest solution {j(r)}87 that minimizes the objective function 
was found by using the conjugate gradient method, and {j(r)}87 was regarded as the optimal 
solution of the initial jitter, the results from different pairs of CCDs and different study areas 
are shown in Fig. 10. 

Thirdly, with the estimated initial jitter {j(r)}87 and the offset data {g(r)}11276 after linear 
compensation and median filtering, the jitter can be calculated according to the Eq. (7). 
Figures 11(a)-11(d) illustrate the estimated jitter results from CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study 
area A, CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B and CCD 
3# and CCD 4# of Study area B, respectively. The red and blue curves represent the estimated 
jitter from the proposed method and the existing method based on images, respectively. 
Direct-current component in the results was removed as we only focused on periodic motion. 
It can be seen that the overall trends of the two curves agree with each other basically. For the 
same study area, the estimated results from the pair of CCD 2# and CCD 3# are basically 
consistent with that from the pair of CCD 3# and CCD 4#. 
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Fig. 11. Results of the total jitter in the cross-track direction from (a) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of 
Study area A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area 
B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. 

For Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, the maximum detectable frequency is 
theoretically up to 192Hz (mentioned in Section 4.1). The entire theoretical bandwidth was 
divided into two bands as follows: 

The attitude-measuring sensors equipped on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite 
measured rotation angle with an accuracy of 0.0002 degrees, equivalent to a focal plane 
displacement of about 4 pixels for the cross-track direction, and 15 pixels for the down-track 
direction. As a result, the corresponding low-frequency jitter derived from such attitude data 
has an accuracy of about 4 pixels for the cross-track direction, and 15 pixels for the down-
track direction. Thus, for the cross-track direction, it is reasonable using the low-frequency 
jitter derived from attitude data as a reference. Since the attitude-measuring sensors supplied 
attitude data every 512 milliseconds, the highest frequency contained in the attitude data was 
nearly 0.98 Hz (1/ (512ms × 2) ≈0.98Hz). Based on this, the first band was settled as 
0~0.98Hz. 

To extract the low-frequency components, the total jitter results were filtered by a lowpass 
filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.98Hz. Figures 12(a)-12(d) illustrate the time-domain jitter 
from CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A, CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 2# and 
CCD 3# of Study area B and CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B, respectively. Figures 
12(e)-12(h) show the frequency-domain jitter from CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A, 
CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B and CCD 3# and 
CCD 4# of Study area B, respectively. The black dots, red curves and blue curves represent 
the low-frequency jitter results from attitude data, the proposed method and the existing 
method based on images, respectively. In the time domain, the overall trends of the three 
curves agree with each other basically. In the frequency domain, all peaks are located at 
0.12Hz. It can be seen that, for the same pair of CCDs and the same study area, the jitter at 
0.12Hz was detected by all the three approaches. Not only that, the jitter at 0.12Hz was also 
explored by different CCDs and different study areas, so all the results share the same main 
frequency, except for some slight differences in their amplitudes, as shown in Table 2. The 
mean value and RMSE of the amplitudes for the proposed method are 5.80 pixels and 
0.31pixels, 5.47 pixels and 0.33 pixels for the existing method, and 6.29 pixels and 0.31 
pixels for the low-frequency jitter derived from attitude data. It is reasonable to believe that 
there was the jitter at 0.12Hz with an amplitude about 6 pixels in the cross-track direction 
during Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite shooting the above study areas. 
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Fig. 12. Cross-track comparisons of the low-frequency jitter. Time-domain results from (a) 
CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and 
CCD 3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. Frequency-domain results 
from (e) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (f) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (g) 
CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (h) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. 

Table 2. Results of cross-track low-frequency jitter (frequency’s unit: Hz, amplitude’ 
unit: pixels). 

Methods based on 
Images + attitude data Images Attitude data 

Frequency Amplitude Frequency Amplitude Frequency Amplitude 

Study area A 
2#3# 0.12 5.27 0.12 4.94 0.12 6.60 
3#4# 0.12 6.00 0.12 5.46 0.12 6.60 

Study area B 
2#3# 0.12 6.00 0.12 5.77 0.12 5.98 
3#4# 0.12 5.92 0.12 5.71 0.12 5.98 

Mean/ RMSE – 0.12/0.00 5.80/0.31 0.12/0.00 5.47/0.33 0.12/0.00 6.29/0.31 

 

Fig. 13. Time-domain cross-track comparisons of the high-frequency jitter from (a) CCD 2# 
and CCD 3# of Study area A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 3# 
of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. 

The rest frequency range from 0.98Hz to 192Hz was the second band. The jitter in this 
range was acquired by subtracting the above low-frequency components from the total jitter 
data. Figures 13(a)-13(d) and figures. 14(a)-14(d) illustrate the high-frequency time-domain 
jitter and the frequency-domain jitter from CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A, CCD 3# and 
CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B and CCD 3# and CCD 4# of 
Study area B, respectively. The red and blue curves represent the estimated jitter results from 
the proposed and the existing method, respectively. For the same CCD pair and study area, 
the jitter results from the two methods differ from each other. Not only that, the results also 
vary between different CCD pairs and different study areas. However, there seems to be some 
pattern in the frequency domain. The peaks, from different CCD pairs, different methods and 
different study areas, are all located around 4Hz, 8Hz, 13Hz, 17Hz, etc. as show in Table 3, 
and the peaks’ frequency are approximately an arithmetic sequence. So they almost share the 
same peak frequencies, while the corresponding amplitudes are quite different. 
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Fig. 14. Frequency-domain cross-track comparisons of the high-frequency jitter from (a) CCD 
2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 
3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. 

Table 3. Statistical results of cross-track comparisons in [0.98 192Hz] 

Methods based on 
Images + attitude data  Images 

Peaks’ frequencies (Hz)  Peaks’ frequencies (Hz) 

Study area A 
2#3# 4.47, 8.87, 13.30, 17.81, etc.  4.43, 8.80, 13.23, 17.63, etc. 
3#4# 4.39, 8.92, 13.28, 17.78, etc.  4.43, 8.99, 13.28, 17.74, etc. 

Study area B 
2#3# 4.23, 8.58, 12.87, 17.12, etc.  4.23, 8.48, 12.76, 17.01, etc. 
3#4# 4.54, 8.96, 13.60, 18.06, etc.  4.47, 8.96, 13.49, 17.98, etc. 

For Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, the characteristic frequency is equal to 4.42Hz. 
Based on the analysis in Section 4.1, the frequencies equal to integer multiples of 4.42Hz 
cannot be detected from one pair of CCDs’ overlapping images. Moreover, the measurement 
error increases significantly at the frequencies near integer multiples of 4.42Hz. This 
phenomenon shown in Fig. 14 confirms the existence of the blind frequencies mentioned in 
Section 4.1. 

5.3 Result of jitter estimation in down-track direction 

The attitude-measuring sensors installed on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite measured 
rotation angle with an accuracy of 0.0002 degrees, equivalent to a focal plane displacement of 
about 4 pixels for the cross-track direction, but 15 pixels for the down-track direction. 
Consequently, for Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, the attitude data from its attitude-
measuring sensors has limited reference value for the down-track jitter comparisons. 
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Therefore, unlike the cross-track direction, the down-track comparisons of jitter results 
were only conducted between the proposed method and the existing image-based method, 
rather than with the attitude data. 

Following the same steps as the cross-track direction, we obtained four groups of down-
track jitter from the two study areas and the two pairs of CCDs mentioned in Section 5.1. 

 

Fig. 15. Down-track comparisons between offset from (a) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area 
A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 
3# and CCD 4# of Study area B; Initial jitter from (e) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (f) 
CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (g) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (h) CCD 3# and 
CCD 4# of Study area B; Total jitter from (i) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (j) CCD 3# 
and CCD 4# of Study area A; (k) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (l) CCD 3# and CCD 4# 
of Study area B; Low-frequency time-domain jitter from (m) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study 
area A; (n) CCD 3# and CCD 4#of Study area A; (o) CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B; (p) 
CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B; Low-frequency frequency-domain jitter from (q) CCD 2# 
and CCD 3# of Study area A; (r) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (s) CCD 2# and CCD 3# 
Study area B; (t) CCD 3# and CCD 4# Study area B. 

The first band was settled as 0~0.98Hz. Figures 15(a)-15(t) illustrate the offset data, initial 
jitter, total jitter, low-frequency time-domain jitter, and low-frequency frequency-domain 
jitter from CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A, CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 
2# and CCD 3# of Study area B and CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B, respectively. Within 
the low-frequency range of [0, 0.98Hz], for the same CCD pair and study area, the jitter 
results from the proposed method are basically consistent with that from the existing method. 
Likewise, those jitter from the same study area but different CCD pairs also agree with each 
other in general. However, large differences in jitter results are found between different study 
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areas. Moreover, unlike the cross-track direction, no significant peaks appear on any 
amplitude-frequency curve. 

The jitter in the down-track direction is mainly caused by a satellite’s pitching motion, 
while the cross-track jitter is caused by its rolling angle. The above cross-track jitter results 
show obvious periodicity, while the down-track jitter dose not. For Chinese Heavenly Palace-
1 satellite, a single shooting mission can only last for 30 seconds, probably less than its 
pitching period, so that the estimated down-track jitter curves failed to show obvious 
periodicity. According to Nyquist sampling theorem, the sampling duration of a signal is too 
short to restore its real curve, thus the main frequency components cannot be extracted from 
the down-track jitters. This is why no significant peaks were found on any amplitude-
frequency curve. In addition, the two study areas were shoot separately on March 6 and 
March 17, 2012, thus the jitter curves extracted from the two study areas are likely to be at 
different stages of s pitch cycle, for example, one is around the peak of a wave and the other 
is around the trough, which may leads to a great difference between the two jitter curves. 

The rest frequency range from 0.98Hz to 192Hz was the second band, and the jitter within 
this band was acquired by subtracting the above low-frequency components from the total 
jitter data. Comparisons between the proposed method and the existing method based on 
images were conducted to demonstrate the performance within this band. Figures 16(a)-16(d) 
illustrate the high-frequency time-domain jitter from CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area A, 
CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A, CCD 2# and CCD 3# of Study area B and CCD 3# and 
CCD 4# of Study area B, respectively. Figure 17 illustrate the high-frequency frequency-
domain jitter results. The red and blue curves represent the estimated jitter results from the 
proposed method and the existing method based on images, respectively. Just like the cross-
track direction, the two curves differ from each other in the time domain, while all the peaks 
from different CCD pairs, different methods and different study areas are located around 
integer multiples of the characteristic frequency of 4.42Hz, which further proves the existence 
of blind frequencies in jitter detection mentioned in Section 4.1. 

 

Fig. 16. Time-domain down-track comparisons of the high-frequency jitter from (a) CCD 2# 
and CCD 3# of Study area A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and CCD 
3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. 
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Fig. 17. Frequency-domain down-track comparisons of the high-frequency jitter from (a) CCD 
2# and CCD 3# of Study area A; (b) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area A; (c) CCD 2# and 
CCD 3# of Study area B; (d) CCD 3# and CCD 4# of Study area B. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper combines the parallax observation images and the low-frequency attitude data to 
detect jitter throughout a shooting mission, including the period without overlapping images. 
Experiments were performed on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite images and on-orbit 
attitude data to test the performance of the proposed method. Five conclusions can be made as 
follows. 

(1) Compared with the existing method that cannot detect the initial jitter due to lack of 
overlapping images in the initial period of a shooting mission, the proposed method 
combines the parallax observation images and attitude data to enable us to calculate 
all the jitter of a shooting mission, including the initial jitter. Experiments show that 
under the assist of attitude data, the initial jitter can be estimated. 

(2) In both numerical simulation and experiment results, large numbers of peaks 
appeared near integer multiples of the characteristic frequency of 4.42Hz. The 
phenomenon confirmed that, just like other methods based on parallax observation 
images, the proposed method cannot detect the jitter frequencies at integer multiples 
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of the characteristic frequency. Moreover, the jitter measurement error near integer 
multiples of the characteristic frequency is amplified significantly. But it should be 
emphasized that the frequencies outside the above blind bands are detectable. 

(3) Compared with the attitude data error, offset data error has a more significant impact 
on the measurement accuracy of the proposed method. But it is difficult to test the 
exact accuracy in experiments on Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite due to lack of 
its true value. However, large numbers of numerical simulation results show that, 
when offset data error is 1 pixels, the RMSE of the proposed method is 1.3 pixels for 
the cross-track direction and 1.4 pixels for the down-track direction. By contrast, the 
RMSE of the existing method based on images is 1.8 pixels. Therefore, the proposed 
method may provide more accurate results for Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite. 

(4) With respect to the cross-track direction for Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite, all 
the experiments results performed on different pairs of CCDs and different study 
areas indicate that the peaks in frequency-domain are located at 0.12Hz. So they 
share the same main frequency with attitude data, except for some slight differences 
in their amplitudes: the mean value and RMSE of the amplitudes for the proposed 
method are 5.80 pixels and 0.31pixels, 5.47 pixels and 0.33 pixels for the existing 
method, and 6.29 pixels and 0.31 pixels for the attitude data. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to believe that there was the jitter at 0.12Hz with an amplitude about 6 
pixels in the cross-track direction during Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite 
shooting the study areas. 

(5) Unlike the cross-track direction, the down-track jitter results show no obvious 
periodicity, leading to failure in extracting any similar frequency component from 
the results of different CCD pairs and different research areas. One possible 
explanation is that the pitching period of Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite is 
higher than its duration of a single mission of 30 seconds. So that the sampling 
duration is too short to restore the real jitter. Therefore, it may not be a good solution 
to analyze the down-track jitter of Chinese Heavenly Palace-1 satellite by using the 
methods based on parallax observation images. 

In summary, the proposed method combines the parallax observation images and attitude 
data to enable us to calculate the jitter throughout a shooting mission, including the initial 
jitter. But the blind frequencies do exist in all methods based on parallax observation images, 
and the measurement error near blind frequencies increases significantly. In our future study, 
it is necessary to further investigate how to eliminate the blind frequencies in jitter detection 
from parallax observation images. 
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